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1Q2022 Asset Class Outlook

ASSET CLASSES

FIXED INCOME

LOCAL

EQUITIES

REGIONAL

SHORT TERM
OUTLOOK
(3 - 6 MONTHS)

LONG TERM
OUTLOOK
(6 - 12 MONTHS)

UW

UW

OW

Change of view

OW

Previous

Current

We downgrade short term and longer term to
UNDERWEIGHT. US fed has started “tapering” its
Bond Purchase program and signaled to adjust the
tapering pace faster. We expect the first US Fed rate
hike in 4Q22. Though the new COVID variant has
slowed growth outlook & sentiment in the short
term, as growth normalizes, we think investors will
continue to pare down safe haven UST and yields
shall continue its uptrend in a more controlled
fashion. The 10-year UST is expected to move
between 1.6% to 1.85% in year 2022. In Malaysia we
expect BNM to hike OPR in 2H2022 and OPR to reach
2.25% (from currently 1.75%) by end-2022, as the
economy continues its recovery path (assuming no
further lockdown).
We remain NEUTRAL both short & longer term. Our
end-2022F KLCI target is 1612. Malaysia's macro
outlook should be more positive for 2022, given the
high vaccination rate and easing restrictions should
support reopening. Higher commodity prices (crude
oil & palm oil) bodes well for Malaysia. Key potential
catalysts: (1) Government’s incentives to boost the
tourism sector post lockdown (2) Normalization in
consumer spending leading to strong rebound in
consumer sector (3) KLCI valuation is relatively cheap
(4) Markets are generally bullish on oil price forecast.
Key risks: (1) Omicron variant uncertainty (2)
negative earnings impact from Cukai Makmur (3) the
impact of 50% increase in stamp duty (4) removal of
tax exemption on foreign-source income (5) political
instability as GE15 could be called in 2022.
We upgrade short term to OVERWEIGHT, remain
longer term OVERWEIGHT. Key reasons are (1) worst
is likely over for China equities on signs of policy
easing, attractive valuation, robust earnings growth,
reopening, and potential for easing trade barriers (2)
rising commodity prices is tailwind for Asian
commodity exporters through rising terms of trade,
stronger growth, and improvement in fiscal and
current account balances (3) implementation of
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) Agreement from January 2022 - increases
ASEAN's attractiveness for FDI (4) favorable valuation
relative to Global equity. Key risks are (1) Covid-19
variant (2) aggressive FED rate hikes, resulting in very
strong USD (3) higher government bond yields drive
financing cost higher - bad news for earnings (4)
sustained inflationary pressure (5) geopolitical
tensions.

Note: UW+UNDERWEIGHT, OW=PVERWEIGHT, BLACK DOT=NEUTRAL.
NEUTRAL alocstion equals to the Model Portfolios Allocation for respective risk profiles.
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GLOBAL - U.S

We remain short term NEUTRAL, longer term
OVERWEIGHT. The outperformance supported by
strong US earnings delivery, ample liquidity,
supportive fiscal & consumer spending, easing supply
shock, and we do not see the recent new variant is
going to derail growth. We continue to see the tech
sector offering exposure to structural growth trend,
but elevated equity valuation and mid-term election
in Nov 2022 could constrain further gains.

GLOBAL EUROPE

We downgrade short term to NEUTRAL due to COVID
variant, remain longer term NEUTRAL. Eurozone is
delivering strong earnings growth. The Recovery
Fund will start to be implemented in the summer.
Labour market is resilient. Europe is a global Cycle
and Value play (with high exposure to Financials &
Industrials in its stock index). A style switch into
Value is likely to help the region. Equity valuations is
relatively attractive compared to the US.

GLOBALJAPAN

We remain NEUTRAL as Japan equity is another
traditional play on the global cycle, with positive
correlation to bond yields. However, Yen weakness
could weigh on investors' return.

GOLD

We remain NEUTRAL both short term and longer
term. We expect gold to trade in a range-bound
manner around USD1,750/oz as Fed turns
increasingly proactive on inflation risks (QE tapering
& potential rate hikes) and the prospect of stronger
USD in 2022. Key potential catalysts: (1) upside
surprises in US inflation (2) Fed reluctance to move
ahead with rate hikes (3) unexpected weakness in
global growth (4) potential flare-up in geopolitical
tensions. Key risks: faster than expected economic
growth with manageable inflation, resulted in higher
real interest rate, i.e increasing opportunity cost of
holding gold.

OIL

We remain NEUTRAL both short and longer term.
Crude oil is supported by (1) stronger demand from
economic recovery (2) the shift away from more
polluting energy (eg coal), and the lack of readily
accessible renewable energy, is driving demand
towards ‘cleaner’ hydrocarbon substitutes such as
crude oil (3) OPEC+ preference to sustain a balanced
oil market. (4) geopolitical unrest causing production
disruptions. Key risks to our view are (1) Covid-19
variants (2) weak OPEC+ compliance to output
targets (3) increased US shale production (4) slowerthan-expected recovery in demand (including air
travel) (5) US-Iran nuclear deal which could return
~4mbpd of Iranian oil to the market (6) Huge release
of crude oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

ALTERNATIVE

Note: UW+UNDERWEIGHT, OW=PVERWEIGHT, BLACK DOT=NEUTRAL.
NEUTRAL alocstion equals to the Model Portfolios Allocation for respective risk profiles.
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CIMB 1st Quarter 2022 Overall
Asset Class Preference

KEY POINTS:
 For 1Q 2022, we maintain our medium to longer term “OVERWEIGHT” recommendation for Equity, while
downgrade Fixed Income to ‘UNDERWEIGHT” (from NEUTRAL), as risk assets would continue to be
supported by government fiscal spending, still accommodative central bank monetary policies, pent-up
demand from consumers underpinned by the accumulated excess saving, rising wage growth, relatively
attractive equity valuation as compared to fixed income and still favorable fund flow to equity asset class.
 However, investors should also expect some headwinds which could cause risky asset volatility to increase.
CHART 1 – Year-to-date, Equity outperformed Fixed Income

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
New Variant of Concern Could Dent Near Term Growth & Heighten Volatility in the Financial Market
Just as the countries ramping up speed to get most of their population vaccinated and reopen the economies, the
eruption of the new COVID variants – Omicron could recall back some of the frustration that the investors gone
through back to early 2020. The big takeaway from delta variant’s impact was that it imposed a dampener to
economic growth and an upward impulse to inflation in the near term. Early data from South Africa, the epicenter
so far, shows that the virus appears to spread far faster (4.2 times) than Delta strain but doesn’t appear to be
causing severe disease. Pfizer Inc. and BioNTech’s Covid-19 vaccine, as well as the shot developed by Johnson &
Johnson, appear to largely prevent severe disease from the omicron variant. While there are still a lot to be
discovered, the fast spreading Omicron cases in Britain could be the harbinger of things the global investors are
focusing on for what could come across to Europe and the US, especially on clues on how would this impact the
timing of central banks withdrawing their ultra-loosening measures since the COVID-19 outbreak started in early
2020. Having said that, though the near term caution over Omicron may weigh on 4Q2021 growth, we believe it
would not derail current above trend global GDP growth forecast of +4.6% in 2022.
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CHART 2 - Resurgence of COVID cases could dent growth temporary but not for long

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
CHART 3 – 2022 GDP Forecasts

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021, CIMB Treasury & Market Research – 9 Dec 2021
The US Fed to Start Reducing Liquidity Injection
The US Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell indicated that the Fed could step up the removal of its efforts to
boost the economy as it battles the escalating inflation pressures. The Fed had been purchasing USD120bil a month
of US government Bond and Mortgage Backed Securities. The bond buying, which has added USD4.5 trillion to the
Fed’s balance sheet to over USD8.6trillions, since early 2020 before the pandemic, has been supporting economic
activity. The massive “liquidity” created has also help to reduce borrowing cost and also partly prop up equity
valuation (refer to Chart 5). Despite that, we believe the Fed will still keep ample liquidity in the market in order not
to choke off the
6
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momentum of economic activities. Therefore, we still expect the Fed to maintain the official interest rate (the Fed
Fund rate) unchanged near to 0% before starting to lift up by 25 basis points (0.25%) by 4Q 2022. We expect the
bond yields to gradually heading uptrend, and expect the 10-Year US Government bond yield to gradually increase
to 1.85% by end 2022 (currently around 1.5% as of writing), hence, the wild card here is, if headline inflation came
in much higher and longer than expected, that could cause some knee-jerk reaction from investors by expecting
the central bank to “tighten” or hike the Fed Fund rate earlier, resulting in higher stock market volatility (refer to
Chart 4).
CHART 4 – The US Federal Reserve Balance Sheet Total Asset vs S&P500 Equity Index

Source: Bloomberg – 9 Dec 2021
CHART 5 – S&P500 Equity Index, Equity Market Volatility Index and the US Inflation Rate

Source: Bloomberg – 9 Dec 2021
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Government Fiscal Spending Plans Continue to Support Consumer Spending Amidst Improving Job Market
On 11 Mar 2021, President Biden’s USD1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan (ARP) was approved by the US Congress,
providing USD1,400 checks to eligible American. In the same month end, President Biden proposed the USD2.3
trillion American Jobs Plan and when combined with the proposed American Families Plan, amounted to USD4
trillion of the infrastructure and social spending. Nonetheless, the above proposed plans were later revised and
amended. On 15 Nov 2021, the Infrastructure Investment & Job Act was signed into law, which included
approximately USD1.2 trillion in spending, with USD550 billion being newly authorized spending of which the
breakdown as the following:
CHART 6 – Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act USD550bil Breakdown

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
The Build Back Better (BBB) Act, which is alongside the Infrastructure Investment & Job Act, post negotiation, the
amount of spending was lowered to approximately USD1.85 trillion, as announced by President Biden. The
majority of the proposed spending allocation are towards the “Clean Energy & Climate Investment” (USD555
billion) and “Child Care, Home Care & Preschool” (USD550 bil). The BBB bill was passed by the US House of
Representative on 19 Nov 2021, and pending the Senate revision and vote before signing off by the President. We
believe that the above spending plans, could help to create more jobs and investment to support GDP growth
moving forwards.
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Improving Job Market and Wage Growth
Economic reopening has help to reduce unemployment rate to 5.1% (from the peak of 13% in 2020). In the month
of Oct 2021, the number of U.S. job openings exceeded the number of unemployed Americans by the most on
record. Job openings continue to climb in industries including accommodation and food services, manufacturing and
educational services. In addition, wage growth for the lower income earners in the US has accelerated in recent
months, suggesting that this could help to support the economy, where nearly 70% contributed by consumer
spending.
CHART 7 - US New Job Openings Exceeded the Unemployed

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
Reported 3Q2021 Corporate Earnings Growth Remained Strong, but Expected to Slow in 2022
Within the S&P500 companies, 82% of them have reported 3Q2021 actual results delivered positive EPS surprises
and 75% have reported a positive revenue surprise. The 3Q2021 earnings growth recorded at +39.6% (vs estimate
of +22.4%), led by Energy, Industrial, Consumer Discretionary, Financial and Material sectors. However, for
4Q2021, the overall estimated earnings growth is expected to grow at slower rate +21.1% and +5.9% in the 1Q of
2022, partly due to the higher base in earlier part of 2021.
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CHART 8 - US S&P500 Index Level vs Forward 12-Month Earnings Per Share (EPS)

Source: Factset – 19 Nov 2021
Within Global Equity, for US Equity, we maintain short term NEUTRAL, longer term OVERWEIGHT, despite the
relatively less attractive valuation and potential spike in the near-term volatility due the headwinds as mentioned
earlier. We expect the outperformance is supported by the still strong corporate earnings delivery, ample liquidity,
supportive fiscal and consumer spending and the continue re-opening of the economies that could help to ease
supply disruption and bring the above-trend growth back on track, assuming Omicron variant is much less severe
compared to Delta variant, and the US Fed is gradually reducing its liquidity from the banking system.
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CHART 9 - Equity Valuation: Forward Price to Earnings Ratio

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
The Tech Sector – Premium Growth Comes With Premium Price
Tech sector relative valuations are currently higher than historical norms in some areas, including high growth
software. As Tech sector stocks are generally equity assets relaying more towards the longer-term future value of
the company as compared to the near term growth, should the investors’ worries arise on the Federal Reserve to
be tightening its monetary policies earlier than expected and cause the borrowing cost (e.g. US Government Bond
yield) rising up sharply, with the already relatively high sector’s valuation, could trigger higher volatility near term
when compare to the sectors with lower valuation.
However, we believe the sector deserves a premium multiple versus the broader market due to its more superior
growth prospect and return on equity. Big data, artificial intelligence, data analytics and cybersecurity are all now
seen as essential tools to help overcome the complex economic, demographic and societal problems that many
sectors face. The digital transformation has become inevitable across society, and nations need to act to prevent
the digital divide in their populations from widening. As with each iteration of the digital evolution, 5G tech is set
to transform how we use technology. Its superior speed and scale is expected to open up the market for smart
connectivity in homes and businesses further, as well as involve the greater use of big data, AI and the automation
of vehicles.
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CHART 10 - Tech+ sector revenue growth, margin and cash flow generation has led the broad market over the
longer term

Note: Tech + is the Tech Sector, Internet Retail within Discretionary, Interactive Media & Services, Interactive
Home Entertainment, Communication Services.
Source: S&P Global.com, Factset, Credit Suisse – 2 August 2021
“Value” vs “Growth” Sectors
“Value” sectors are stocks often categorized by their lower valuation (using Price to Earnings ratio or Price to Book
ratio), which in this case, could be represented by sectors such as Financial, Industrial and Energy. Though these
sectors have been bearing the brunt during lockdown and on-going worries on Omicron, as the world reopens
eventually, these sectors should benefit more as compared to lockdown-beneficiaries, such as the “Growth”
sectors like Information Technology, Consumer Discretionary and Communication Services.
CHART 11 – “Value” sectors are trading at a discount relative to “Growth” sectors

Source: Yardeni, Refinitive – 16 Dec 2021
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REGIONAL EQUITY

KEY POINTS:







We upgrade short term to OVERWEIGHT, remain longer term OVERWEIGHT, mainly due to signs of more
policy easing in China moving into 2022 to support growth and relatively more attractive valuation
compared to the Global Equity
China will continue to focus on developing new infrastructure such as 5G, AI, IoT and data center as well as
the strategic sectors such as semiconductor, quantum computing and biotech.
Continued opening up of China capital market to foreigners should attract more liquidity moving forward.
The implementation of Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) Agreement from January
2022 could increase ASEAN's attractiveness for FDI and cross border trades.
Key risks are (1) Covid-19 variant (2) Higher than expected inflationary pressure that prompted the US FED
to adopt a hawkish stance, resulting in very strong USD and sudden spike in government bond (3)
geopolitical tensions.

Mounting regulatory risk in China
Year to date, Chinese equities have underperformed global peers, after slew of regulatory crackdown imposed on
big tech companies’ monopolistic and abusive behaviour (antitrust), data protection, labour rights & welfare by
ordering the ride-hailing company to pay the workers better salary and content controls that mainly impacting the
internet/software sectors. In addition, the on-going efforts taken on debt deleveraging and to curb the stubbornly
high housing prices have also shaken market sentiment and pushing certain highly geared property developer on
the brink of defaulting their debt payments, such as Evergrande.
Slower GDP growth
Strict COVID-19 measures and power shortages were also seen to weigh on China GDP growth. Beijing's "zero
tolerance" of new delta outbreaks by re-imposing mobility restriction and regional lockdown was the headwind for
economic activities. Widespread power shortages and regulators’ order production cuts in steel and aluminium to
control carbon emissions have also stymied industrial activities. Together with slower property sectors
construction activities, which collectively contributed up to 30% of China GDP if including the upstream to
downstream, the 3Q GDP growth slowed to 4.9% year-on-year.
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CHART 12 – China GDP Growth, Service, Manufacturing & Real Estate Construction Activities

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
Light At The End of Tunnel
Fiscal Spending
During the Central Economic Work Conference ended on 10 Dec 2021, the Communist Party’s top decision makers
said the top priority for next year is “ensuring stability”. They also vowed to “front load” policies and keep the
monetary stance flexible and appropriate. To ensure the economy grows in a reasonable range next year, the
government will take measures to stimulate activity and the confidence of market entities, senior economic
official Ning Jizhe said at the event. It will also deepen the enforcement of fair competition policies and strengthen
anti-monopoly regulations, he said. The government will implement policies to boost demand for major goods
such as cars and home appliances and accelerate the building of e-commerce infrastructure and delivery networks
in rural areas, Ning said. It will also expand effective investment in programs like new infrastructure, new
urbanization, hydro-power and transportation, and speed up progress in 102 major projects in the 14th five-year
plan, he said.
Easing Monetary Policy
In addition, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC, the central bank) announced to reduce the bank reserve ratio by
0.5%, starting from 15 Dec. According to PBOC, this will effectively inject RMB1.2 trillion (or USD 188bil equivalent)
of long-term liquidity to banks for lending. The easing measure is aimed to offset the headwinds facing the
economy, and we think this could help to improve market sentiments particularly in the bond market.
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CHART 13 – China Bank’s Reserve Ratio vs the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
CHART 14 – The contagion risk from the highly-geared bond issuers are contained so far (when yields go up, bond
prices go down)

Source: Bloomberg data & news – Dec 2021
Focusing On Long Term Strategic Growth
China reiterated its commitment to reduce dependence on US key technology. As also mentioned in the previous
quarterly publication, the government will further direct resources to focus on semiconductors, artificial
intelligence, quantum computing, neuroscience, and biotech. Public and private sector spending on research and
development of new products are projected to rise to $580 billion a year by 2025 – more than what US spent in
2018. While China would still need to rely on foreign technology, the aggressive moves such as tax exemption and
incentives could help to encourage future growth in the China semiconductor or IT-related industries. With that,
investors would need to rethink the sector allocation which are differentiating the sectors with “Policy Priority”,
“Low” or “High Policy Risk”, and also consider about the sectors’ prospect over the longer term (refer to Table 1).
Taking into account the relatively more attractive valuation as compared to the Global Equity, we upgrade
Regional Equity short term to OVERWEIGHT, remain longer term OVERWEIGHT.
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TABLE 1 – China sectorial policy risk and long term prospect

Source: Societe Generale – 3 Sept 2021
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LOCAL EQUITY

KEY POINTS:






We remain NEUTRAL both short & longer term.
Our end-2022F KLCI target is 1612.
Malaysia's macro outlook should be more positive for 2022, given the high vaccination rate and easing
restrictions should support reopening. Higher commodity prices (crude oil & palm oil) bodes well for
Malaysia.
Key potential catalysts: (1) Government’s incentives to boost the tourism sector post lockdown (2)
Normalization in consumer spending leading to strong rebound in consumer sector (3) KLCI valuation is
relatively cheap (4) Markets are generally bullish on oil price forecast.
Key risks: (1) Omicron variant uncertainty (2) negative earnings impact from Cukai Makmur (3) the impact
of 50% increase in stamp duty (4) removal of tax exemption on foreign-source income (5) political
instability as GE15 could be called in 2022.

2022F likely to be a more challenging year
We expect investors to tread cautiously into 2022F as we see potential headwinds buffeting the markets in the
form of new Covid-19 waves (Omicron), return of intra-day short-selling, foreign fund outflows due to Fed taper,
reversals of fiscal stimulus, tighter monetary policy, higher transaction costs for trading of Malaysia shares,
corporate earnings risks due to higher taxes and political risks. The probability of GE15 being held in 2022 remains
high as the Covid-19 pandemic is under control and 78% of the population were fully vaccinated as at 14 Dec 2021.
These factors are likely to dent market sentiment, in our view.
Recovering economy and low valuations to provide support
However, downside could be capped by expectations of stronger economic growth as Malaysia reopens
international borders following the lifting of the inter-state travel ban since 11 Oct 2021, additional liquidity
available for domestic institutional funds like EPF following the end of the various one-off withdrawal schemes
under stimulus packages announced in 2020 and 2021, and given that the KLCI is trading at undemanding
valuations (forward P/E of 14.3x trading at close to 1.5 s.d. below its 3-year mean).
Five key policy events and six trading themes for 2022F
We offer five policy events to watch that could shape 2022 and six trading themes; however, we advise investors
to be nimble in their investing strategy as the market is likely to stay volatile. These five events are: 1) decision on
the Single Wholesale Network model for 5G rollout; 2) resumption of foreign workers intake; 3) resolution to the
allegations of forced labour issues in Malaysia; 4) decision on the MRT3 project; and 5) allocation of five digital
banking licences. Our six investment trading themes for 2022F are: 1) beneficiaries of OPR hike; (2) value and
laggard plays; (3) recovery plays; (4) EV plays; (5) ESG picks; and (6) high dividend-yielding stocks.
Lowering our end-2022F KLCI target to 1,612 points
We maintain our KLCI target of 1,495 for end-2021F but lower our end-2022F KLCI target to 1,612 points, from 1,637
points, to reflect changes in KLCI constituents and our recent downgrade of Top Glove’s earnings. Post revision, we
now project KLCI earnings to rise 39% in 2021F before declining by 4.8% in CY22F. Our preferred sectors are banks,
technology, gaming, petrochemical, media, oil and gas, healthcare, brewers, utilities, packaging, healthcare and
EMS. Key risks to our earnings projections are slower global growth, inability to pass on rising costs, higher taxes,
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shortage of foreign workers, rising trade risks and political uncertainties. Potential upside risks to earnings are
better-than-expected commodity prices and government reconsidering some of the new tax measures to reduce
tax burden.
CHART 15 : Foreign shareholding in Malaysian equity market

Source: CGS-CIMB – Dec 2021
CHART 16 : New Covid-19 cases in Malaysia vs. FBMKLCI index in 2021

Source: CGS-CIMB – Dec 2021
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ALTERNATIVE – GOLD

KEY POINTS:





We remain NEUTRAL both short term and longer term.
We expect gold to trade in a range-bound manner around USD1,730/oz to USD1800/oz in year 2022 as Fed
turns increasingly proactive on inflation risks (QE tapering & potential rate hikes in 2022) and the prospect
of stronger USD in 2022.
However, Gold could be well supported should US inflation continue to spike higher than expected, Fed
reluctance to move ahead with rate hikes, unexpected weakness in global growth or potential flare-ups in
geopolitical tensions
Key risks: faster than expected economic growth with manageable inflation, resulted in higher real interest
rate.

The hyper-uncertainty of Covid-19 in 2020 has given way to effective vaccines and a gradual return to normalcy,
and with it gone are the winds that drove gold to a 26% gain in 2020. Gold has been stuck in a holding pattern for
most of 2021 between USD1,750/oz and USD1,900/oz.
The US fed turned more proactive in tackling the high inflation and signaled the possibility of quicken the pace of
tapering off the current USD120 bil – a – month of bond purchased program. In addition, the market has started
pricing-in the Fed to hike the official fed fund rate in 2022. Therefore, the real interest rate (the Nominal bond
yield minus the inflation), which is the key driver for gold price (refer to Chart 17), has less room to go lower.
CIMB expects the precious metal to trade in a range-bound manner between USD1730/oz to USD1800/oz in 2022.
However, the precious metal could receive upward support should there be upside surprises in US inflation, Fed
reluctance to move ahead with rate hikes, unexpected weakness in global growth or potential flare-ups in
geopolitical tensions.
CHART 17 – When real yield is low, the opportunity cost of holding Gold is less, hence, supporting Gold rice, vice
versa.

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
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TABLE 2 – Historically speaking, Gold likely to become safe haven during major Equity market sell-down

Source: Bloomberg – Dec 2021
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GREEN TRANSITION

KEY POINTS:


ESG will continue to gain global investor attention

Major Commitment from the Major Players
In the U.S, President Joe Biden pledged for a clean energy revolution through recommitting the US to the Paris
agreement on climate change, proposing US electricity production carbon-free by 2035 and the country to achieve
net zero emission by 2050 by spending USD2 trillion on upgrading 4 million buildings to improve energy efficiency,
upgrading public transport by investing in electric vehicle manufacturing and charging points.
The European Commission raised its greenhouse gas emission reduction target from at least 40% by 2030 to at
least 55% based on 1990 levels. The ultimate objective of making Europe a carbon-neutral continent by 2050
remains unchanged. The Green Deal includes a €1tn investment plan over ten years (2020-30).
In China, President Xi has also announced commitment to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060. There are 3 clusters:
power (essentially focused on solar and wind), mobility (the electrical vehicles ecosystem) and environmental
industries (including carbon capture and storage, waste management and engineering firms active in boosting
energy efficiency).
The Recent UN Climate Change Conference
The UN Climate Change Conference COP26 has taken encouraging steps towards additional major climate pledges
and policy agreements to further the development and deployment of technologies that can help deliver a
significant reduction in CO2 and methane emissions, as well as restore and protect the world’s natural capital. The
principal areas of focus at COP26 includes:
 Green hydrogen
 Residential solar energy
 Offshore wind energy development
 Energy storage to reduce carbon emissions
 Practical packaging solutions to reduce plastic pollution
 Land-based fish farming to address fish depletion
 Sustainable farming methods to protect the world’s soils.
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CHART 18 - Investments are increasingly being directed towards clean energy rather than traditional fossil fuels,
under the Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS) and Net Zero Emissions by 2050 (NZE)

Source: IEA WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK 2021, UNfoundation.org
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INVESTMENT STRATEGY:
PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION

KEY POINTS:
Benefits of portfolio diversification:




Minimizing the risk of loss
Provides return stability
Peace of mind

During periods of high volatility, investors are encouraged to stay invested through Investment Portfolio
diversification that commensurate with investors’ risk profiles. Why?
Investment portfolio diversification helps:
1) Minimizing the risk of loss - A diversified portfolio could help to reduce potential huge losses at times of
uncertainty. If one asset class perform poorly during the investment periods, other asset classes may perform
better. The chart / table shows the annualized return and maximum drawdown (from the highest to the lowest
points) of the respective investment approach in single asset class as compared to a Balanced investment
portfolio.
2) Provides Returns Stability - investment does not always perform as expected, a diversified investment
portfolio avoids relying upon one source of asset class for return.
3) Peace of Mind - investors tend to “time” the market and get emotional during high volatility periods. A
diversified investment portfolio helps to reduce the time spent to study the market and going through emotional
stress, yet, achieving a realistic investment return over a longer period.
In conclusion, a well-diversified investment portfolio could help to reduce the return volatility and helps
investors to achieve a more stable expected return over a long run.
The following chart and table shows if investors invested in single asset class as compared to a diversified
investment portfolio – let’s take a “Balanced” risk profile model portfolio that consists of 46% in Bond, 52% in
equity and 2% in alternative asset classes.
CHART 19 : Historical portfolio return

Source: Bloomberg – Mar 2020
Past performance is not an indication of future return.
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US Dollar

Fundamental
Brighter days ahead for USD Convergence towards a faster path of
monetary tightening will lead to further
Dollar gains with the US economy
underpinned by infrastructure spending.
In addition to a low probability of a
return to lockdowns given the political
inertia against it. Periods of Dollar
declines can occur when the
aggressiveness in Federal Reserve
expectations gets pared back similar to
the recent episode when Dollar shifted
sharply lower on Omicron concerns.
Dollar can also decline on brighter
growth expectations elsewhere or
expectations over the ECB shifts. Periods
of declines however remain a good
buying opportunity given the longer-term
positive outlook. Risks to the view are the
possibility of a more severe virus
outbreak pushing countries back into
lockdowns and driving growth
expectations lower and causing a
significant shift in central bank
expectations. Further risks can come from
a deterioration in the relationship
between US and China with Taiwan and
trade being a flashpoint. In addition, a
significant outbreak in violence in
Ukraine given that Russia is amassing
troops at the border can be a significant
source of risk to global growth
sentiments.

Technical
DXY upside momentum is firm and
moving averages are pointing towards
higher levels in the coming year. The
sharpness of the move invites a pullback
which is in the process of occurring. A
more substantive pullback can see the
Dollar moving down to find support at
the 38.2% retracement before resuming
higher towards 98.00 which is the
channel break. The target will be
invalidated if the Dollar moves back into
the channel. The positive trend will
ultimately drive the Dollar up towards
the congestion region between 99 and
101 in an attempt to complete the cycle
up following the trough in Jan.
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EURUSD

Fundamental
Competing central banks - The ECB is
expected to remain patient considering
the still present COVID risk with Austria
reentering lockdowns and Germany
infections exploding. Fears of the new
Omicron variant will keep the ECB on the
easy path while the Fed forges ahead
amidst stronger economy and low
possibility of lockdowns. The continuing
divergence in monetary policy will lead to
a weaker EUR over the coming year.
Periods of gains will be driven by
improvement in global growth outlook or
the ECB shifting its language and remains
a good opportunity to shed EUR
positions. A bigger outbreak and
lockdowns being reintroduced can
initially send EUR should Fed policy
tightening expectations remain
aggressive. Beyond that it would be a
negative for EUR as it would severely
curtail global growth expectations while
the EUR area will again suffer negative
economic outcomes. Geopolitical risks
between the US and China in addition to
tensions with Ukraine can lead EUR
accelerating lower. These risks will just
reinforce our directional call and EUR can
only reverse higher should the Fed turn
significantly dovish or the ECB turns
decidedly hawkish, both of which is
unlikely to occur.

Technical
EUR has turned sharply lower recently
in line with its lower trend, moving
down to quickly meet with its channel
break target of 1.1200. The immediate
move is higher and the downside
pressure will remain should EUR’s
rebound does not exceed the 38.2%
retracement. Moving averages are
reinforcing a strong downside trend and
as such any pullback higher remains a
good opportunity to sell EUR at
resistance levels. A resumption lower to
break below the red-resistance line at
1.1200 can reinforce the move lower to
target the next significant support at
1.0500.
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USDJPY

Fundamental
Tracking yields higher - USDJPY can shift
lower should concerns over the new
variant accelerate while recent evidence
suggests that risk assets are not reacting
well to the Fed turning more aggressive.
While higher yields in the longer term can
lead USDJPY higher, the presence of
significant uncertainties can keep USDJPY
from extending significantly higher from
here. The Fed moving ahead with its
policy tightening while other central
banks maintain their relatively easy
stance will also support Dollar gains next
year and adding to USDJPY’s upside
pressure. Domestic factors remain firm,
and the BOJ is unlikely to shift its stance
for the foreseeable future leaving the
currency to continue taking its cue from
eternal factors. Risks to the view of a
gradual USDJPY rise marked with brief
periods of decline would be a widening of
virus fears leading to countries reentering
lockdowns which can send global yields
sharply lower and pulling USDJPY
towards 108.00. Geopolitical tensions
remain a significant uncertainty and
recently, former Prime Minister Abe said
that the US and Japan would not stand by
if China attacked Taiwan. This in addition
to possible tensions in Ukraine which in
the past had caused global yields to fall
significantly. USDJPY remains a proxy for
safe haven sentiments and can also shift
away from its upside trend on any
significant readjustment in global growth
expectation.

Technical
USDJPY triggered its right-angle triangle
and met its 114.00 target. It has since
been moving in a range of between
112.50 and 115.50 including sharp
spikes both ways. Moving averages are
pointing towards a positive trend which
can see the pair moving up to target
117.00 should it break above the range.
A sustainable turn lower from here can
occur should USDJPY moves back to
trade around the 110.00 handle and a
firm move below 109.00 can shift the
trend away from up to down. Current
technical indications point towards
USDJPY moving with upside bias with
potential for sharp moves higher into a
new trading range if it breaks above the
116.00 handle.
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GBPUSD

Fundamental
BOE to counter DXY move higher - GBP
has held well on the crosses given that
the expectations over BOE tightening
remains especially if concerns over the
new COVID variant dissipates and the UK
although continuing to see high levels of
infections, the number of deaths remains
stable around 150 daily. GBP as such
although weakening against the Dollar
over the coming year will fare better on
the crosses. Risks to the view remain the
evolution on the virus front. A more
substantive breakout in Asia or Europe
can cause the Sterling to move lower
beyond our target. Geopolitical tensions
can also cause a sharp risk reversal which
can initially cause GBP to turn higher as
Fed expectations are dialed back before
shifting lower. Brexit concerns are never
far behind but GBP reaction has been
muted given that both parties have
always found a way to work out their
differences. The risk remains that a
substantial rift occurs pushing the UK into
a more hard-Brexit like scenario which
can also send GBP sharply lower. On
balance both our core and risk view point
towards a lower GBP.

Technical
GBP has been moving lower within a
downward channel since the middle of
the year and has recently made a move
towards the channel bottom before
turning higher. GBP is expected to hold
with the channel and proceed lower
with potential for sharp moves lower
given recent trends. Sharp dips remain a
good opportunity to buy for quick gains
but given the overall downward trend,
any moves higher especially towards
the upper end of the channel is a good
opportunity to shed positions. GBP’s
downside trend can shift should it shift
back higher to move firmly above
1.3850.
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AUDUSD

Fundamental
Competing factors to keep it range-bound
- AUD has shown propensity to gain when
growth expectations improved and
moved lower when Fed expectations rose.
Our expectation of the Fed moving ahead
with tighter policy will lead to Dollar
gains and push AUD lower throughout
the coming year. Its weakness however
tempered with better domestic growth
expectations stemming from US
infrastructure spending and virus
concerns subsiding, leading AUD to
strengthen on the crosses. Risks to the
view are Fed expectations shifting
towards a more dovish stance,
particularly of Omicron and stringent
Covid-19 restrictions materialise.
Geopolitical tensions can cause AUD to
adjust to a lever lower than our
expectations as would a rise in COVID
concerns globally especially should a new
variant prove to be more deadly and is
able to evade vaccines. Possibility of a
sharp China slowdown remains a major
risk given its property sector imbalances
and growing tensions with trading
partners. Overall, the risks point the AUD
towards a lower level in the direction of
our forecasts.

Technical
AUD has shifted lower following its
recent peak meeting technical targets
along the way down. The recent move
higher has been difficult given the sharp
moves lower. Recently AUD momentum
has shifted lower following the break
below the green upward sloping
support line and a firm move below the
38.2% retracement at 0.7110 resulted in
a push down to find support at 0.7000.
AUD has since pulled back sharply and
will find resistance along the green line.
AUD can experience sharp moves lower,
a break of 0.7000 finding resistance at
the 50% retracement before turning up.
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USDMYR

Fundamental
Domestic factors to limit Dollar driven
weakness - USDMYR has shown upside
pressure during periods of speculation
over a more aggressive Fed and concerns
over domestic growth arising from virus
related restrictions. The move higher
however will be countered by BNM
following suit to tighten monetary policy
as positive growth expectations take
hold. Financial markets can also be a
source of Ringgit resilience with better
growth expectation benefitting equity
markets while weaker growth supporting
flows into bond markets as global yields
decline. While a higher DXY will lead to
upside pressure we expect USDMYR to
move to as high as 4.3000 before
reverting back down and finishing the
year near 4.2000. The wider range is
between 4.3000 and 4.1000. Any
significant rise in deaths from COVID and
a return to lockdowns can induce
significant upside pressure on USDMYR
especially if the Fed maintains its
tightening stance. Any shift lower in
domestic growth expectations can and
will serve to add upside pressure as
would any significant rise in tensions
between the US and China. USDMYR can
see a sustained move lower should global
growth expectations shift significantly
higher and the ECB shifts to a more
aggressive policy stance.

Technical
USDMYR has been moving up within a
channel before a break lower. While the
channel break had a target of 4.0880,
USDMYR found firm support at 4.1450
which resulted in some consolidation to
push back against the downside
momentum before resuming higher to
test the bottom end of the upside
channel. A recent test of the channel
also failed resulting in a pullback. The
upside trend will be reinforced should
USDMYR find support at 4.2000.
Breaking below this can push it down to
find support again at 4.1450. Moving
averages are pointing higher and will
result in USDMYR again moving up to
test the channel bottom unless the
support breaks.
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USDSGD

Fundamental
Between the virus, Yuan and Dollar USDSGD has tracked DXY which in turn
has been driven by shifts in Fed policy
speculation. Our expectation of the Fed
maintaining its pace towards removing
accommodation followed by a rate hike
will continue to maintain DXY’s upside
trend and pulling USDSGD up with it.
Easing of COVID worries can help keep
USDSGD from moving significantly higher
but will unlikely deviate significantly from
the DXY’s direction. The combined factor
will see USDSGD gradually moving higher
to target 1.4000 moving to as far as
1.4200 before pulling back. USDSGD can
shift significantly higher should virus fear
rise significantly either from another
significant wave of infections or new
variant resistant to vaccines. USDSGD is
also vulnerable to a sustained move
higher should tensions between China
and the US escalate. A sustained move
lower is unlikely and can only occur
should the Dollar shifts significantly lower
which in turn can occur in the even
expectations turns decidedly dovish. Risk
factors are pointing in the direction of our
forecasts.

Technical
USDSGD has been moving gradually
higher within an upside sloping channel.
The gradient of the channel is low and
lessens the upside momentum. Spikes
above the channel have been brief but
however the troughs on the turn lower
have been higher indicating a gradual
rise in upside momentum. This would be
reinforced should the current turn lower
find support at the 23.6% retracement
or 1.3510. The waves higher will see
USDSGD moving up gradually to test
1.4000 over the longer term especially
should it break above 1.3800. This also
suggested that any turn lower is a good
opportunity to move in the opposite
direction.
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1H2022 Model Portfolio
DEFENSIVE

CONSERVATIVE
1%

19%

34%

65%
81%

BALANCED

GROWTH

2%

3%
36%

48%
50%
61%

AGGRESSIVE

ASSET CLASSES:

4%
26%

Equity
Fixed Income & Money Market
Alternative
70%

Source: CIMB Consumer Products, Wealth & Preferred - Investment. Note: Equity includes Local Equity, Regional Equity & Global
Equity. Alternative includes Gold & Crude Oil.
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GLOBAL & REGIONAL
FORECAST

Source: CIMB Treasury & Markets Research, CGS-CIMB Research – Dec 2021.
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DISCLAIMER
CIMB BANK BERHAD DISCLAIMER
The contents in this document are reasonably believed to be correct at the time of issue and are subject to
change.
CIMB Bank Berhad (“CIMB”) makes no express or implied representation, recommendation or warranty as to the
accuracy, desirability, reliability, or completeness of any information and opinion relating to any matter contained
in this document.
The information in this document is subject to change and correct at the time of issue. Neither does this document
purport to contain all the information that a prospective investor may require. Because it is not possible for CIMB
to have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of each person who
reads this document, the information contained in it may not be appropriate for all persons.
CIMB is not acting as advisor or agent to any person whom this document is directed. You, the recipient of this
document must consult your own professional financial, legal, accounting, taxation and all other advisers and
make your own independent assessment of the contents of this document. Under no circumstances should you
treat or rely on any of the contents of this document as advice in relation to any of your financial, legal,
accounting, taxation, technical, investment or any other matters.
CIMB , CIMB’s subsidiaries , CIMB’s holding company , the holding company and subsidiaries of CIMB’s holding
company and all companies which are in any way or howsoever related , associated or affiliated with CIMB and or
CIMB’s holding company (the “CIMB Group”) or any one or more of them may act as a principal or agent in any
transaction contemplated by this document, or any other transaction connected with any such transaction, and
may as a result earn brokerage, commission or other income .
Nothing in this document is intended to be, or should be construed as an invitation, offer or recommendation to
you to buy or sell, or subscribe for any, of the subject securities, related investments or other financial instruments
thereof. In the ordinary course of our businesses, any member of the CIMB Group may at any time hold long or
short positions, and may trade or otherwise effect transactions, for its own account or the account of its
customers, in debt or equity securities or senior loans of any company that may be involved in this transaction.
By accepting and relying on this document, the recipient hereof represents and warrants that he is entitled to
receive this document subject strictly however to the restrictions and limitations set forth below and the
recipient agrees to be bound by these restrictions and limitations contained herein. Any failure to comply with any
of these restrictions and limitations may constitute a violation of law. This document is being supplied strictly on
the basis that it will remain confidential. No part of this document may be (i) copied, photocopied, duplicated,
stored or reproduced in any form by any means or (iii) redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any
other person in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior written consent of CIMB and or CIMB Group.
Neither the CIMB Group nor any of their officers, agents, directors, employees or representatives (“the CIMB
Group and Staff”) shall be held responsible or liable in respect of any omission, statement, opinion, information
or matter (express or implied) relating to or arising out of, contained in or derived from this document, except
liability under statute that cannot be excluded. Not in derogation of the generality of the foregoing or any other
provisions herein no claims or demands or actions shall be made or taken by the recipient or any person in relation
to this document and any matters herein against any companies within the CIMB Group whether such companies
are carrying on business or incorporated within or outside the jurisdictions in which this document is distributed.
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